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InAs ÕGaAs „001… quantum dots close to thermodynamic equilibrium
G. Costantini,a) C. Manzano, R. Songmuang, O. G. Schmidt, and K. Kern
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, Heisenbergstr.1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Received 27 January 2003; accepted 17 March 2003!

InAs/GaAs~001! quantum dots are grown at high temperature and extremely low flux and analyzed
by in situ scanning tunneling microscopy. A bimodal distribution of dots is observed, composed of
‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’ islands. While the former show a broad distribution of sizes and shapes, the
latter appear to be highly uniform and have a truncated pyramid shape with irregular octagonal base.
~110! and ~111! facets are identified and atomically resolved showing (131) and (232) surface
reconstructions, respectively. The shape of the large quantum dots is in excellent agreement with
recent theoretical predictions, proving that the chosen deposition conditions are close to
thermodynamic equilibrium. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1572534#
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Self-organized semiconductor quantum dots~QDs! pro-
duced by lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy are consider
promising system for many developing electronic techno
gies and devices, such as nanoelectronics, low-threshold
rent lasers, memory storage, testing paradigms for quan
computers, etc.1,2 A precise control over width, height, an
shape of the QDs is of crucial importance since these m
phological characteristics influence the quantum confinem
of the charge carriers and therefore determine their optoe
tronic properties. Nevertheless, at present, it is still very d
ficult to manipulate these morphological parameters in a c
trolled and reproducible way by acting on the experimen
deposition variables. Even by restricting the research onl
the most studied system, namely InAs/GaAs~001!, and con-
sidering only QDs grown by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!,
a number of different and sometimes contradictory exp
mental results have been reported in literature: widths ra
ing from 10 to 40 nm, heights from 2 to 10 nm, and shap
such as lenses, truncated pyramids, and a variety of m
faceted structures.3–6 Turning to theory, very little is known
and most of the proposed models are based on therm
namic equilibrium hypotheses. These allow one to cons
only ensemble-averaged parameters, neglecting comple
netic aspects that are difficult to treat for semiconductor s
tems.

Apart from the possibility of a direct comparison wit
theoretical predictions, the growth of semiconductor Q
under thermodynamic equilibrium would also be extrem
favorable for device-oriented applications. In fact, thermo
namic equilibrium conditions are much more stable and l
sensitive to small variations in the experimental paramet
and thus allow a higher degree of reproducibility and tra
ferability of the achieved results. In order to approach t
regime and to minimize the importance of kinetic effects,
grow QDs at high temperatures and at extremely low gro
rates. A further positive effect of this choice is the producti
of ‘‘large’’ QDs, characterized by light emission wavelengt
close to the technologically relevant 1.3mm7 and with line-
widths as narrow as 16 meV.8

We used semi-insulating GaAs~001! wafers as substrate
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and removed their natural oxide by 10-min heating at 640
in ultra high vacuum~UHV!. A 400-nm GaAs buffer was
deposited thereafter by MBE at a flux of 0.6 monolayers
second~ML/s!, holding the substrate at 610 °C. Flux calibr
tion was done by means of reflection high energy elect
diffraction ~RHEED! intensity oscillations, while the
RHEED monitoring of the (234)→c(434) transition in
the surface reconstruction was used for calibrating
sample temperature at 500 °C. The actual QDs were gro
by deposition of 1.8 ML of InAs at 0.008 ML/s with the
substrate at 500 °C and an As pressure of 831026 mbar.
Immediately after closing the In shutter, the substrate he
was turned off while keeping a constant As pressure, res
ing in an initial cooling rate of 1 °C/s. As soon as roo
temperature was reached, the samples were transferred u
UHV conditions to a different chamber equipped with
homemade scanning tunneling microscope~STM!. This sys-
tem, similar to the one described in Ref. 9, is able to meas
full-wafer samples and to analyze a large surface area. S
images were taken in the constant current mode with typ
tunneling currents of 0.1 nA and voltage biases of23.0 V
~filled states!.

Figure 1~a! shows a characteristic STM surface topog
phy after the deposition of 1.8 ML InAs on GaAs~001!. Two
types of QDs are clearly recognizable: ‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large
dots, with surface densities of 731010 and 33109 cm22,
respectively, that were determined by analyzing a large nu
ber of wide-area atomic force microscopy~AFM! scans simi-
lar to that shown in Fig. 1~b!. The structure of the wetting
layer ~WL! could be determined by means of high-resoluti
STM images@Fig. 1~c!# and manifests the coexistence of tw
surface reconstructions, the (234) and the (133), in agree-
ment with the observations in Ref. 10. A bimodal size dis
bution of QDs in the InAs/GaAs~001! system has already
been reported by F. Patellaet al.,11 but in that case, the sma
dots had a narrower size distribution and the larger we
most probably, the result of a ripening process. Convers
our measurements indicate that the large QDs have an
tremely narrow size distribution~standard deviations of 5%
for the height and 10% for the lateral dimension! while the
smaller ones show large variations in height and width. Ev
if most of the small QDs do not have any well-defined sha
and might be interpreted as precursors of fully develop
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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QDs, a small fraction is composed by faceted islands with
irregular hexagonal base slightly elongated along^11̄0&.
These are typically 1463 nm wide and 2.460.5 nm high,
and a measurement of the angles between their facets an
~001! plane allows an assignment to the~137! orientation, in
accordance with Ref. 3. Some of us12 have recently demon
strated that a 30-s growth interruption after the InAs depo
tion is sufficient for the complete disappearance of the sm
dots, while the larger ones remain almost unchanged. T
together with their narrow size distribution, is a first indic
tion that the large QDs are stable structures grown clos
thermodynamic equilibrium.

High-resolution STM images, such as Fig. 2~a!, show
that the large dots have the shape of a truncated pyra
with an octagonal base and are elongated perpendicular
the dimer lines of the WL~i.e., along^110&!. Their typical
widths are 2564 nm alonĝ 11̄0& and 4464 nm alonĝ 110&,
and their height is 14.460.7 nm. Despite these large dime
sions, the dots are dislocation-free, as confirmed by g
photoluminescence properties and transmission electron
croscopy measurements. A closer inspection of STM to
graphs reveals that the sides of these QDs are compose
only two types of facets:~110! and~111!. This is revealed by
imaging the facets with atomic resolution@Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!#. Such measurements are much more reliable than
sole determination of facet angles, and show a rectang
lattice for the~110! planes@Fig. 2~c!# and a triangular one fo
the ~111! planes@Fig. 2~d!#. Moreover, the evaluation of th
lattice parameters~calibrated in respect to the WL recon
struction in the same image! allows even the identification o
the surface reconstructions which turn out to be (131) for
~110! and (232) for ~111!.

The accurate experimental determination of the shap
large QDs allows for a meaningful comparison with rece
theoretical predictions for the equilibrium shape~ES! of co-

FIG. 1. ~a! 5003280-nm2 STM image of 1.8 ML InAs on GaAs~001!. The
image contrast has been enhanced to show surface details.~b! 2.0
31.6mm2 ex situAFM scan of the same system.~c! High-resolution STM
image of the wetting layer showing (234) ~light gray! and (133) ~dark
gray! reconstructed domains.
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herently strained~i.e., dislocation-free! InAs islands on
GaAs~001!.13–15 Scheffler and collaborators have develop
an hybrid approach in which the surface reconstructions,
surface energies and their strain dependence are calcu
ab initio by density functional theory~DFT!, while the long-
range strain relaxation in the QDs and in the underlying s
strate are determined by continuum elasticity theory apply
a finite-element approach.15,16 The striking agreement be
tween these theoretically predicted ES and our experime
findings is evident by the comparison between Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!. This agreement extends also to the surface reconst
tions of the island facets, since DFT calculations predict t
the energetically preferred reconstructions are a relaxed
31) cleavage plane for InAs~110! and two different (2
32) reconstructions for InAs~111! and InAs(1̄1̄1̄).14 While
the ES and the corresponding surface reconstructions a
nicely, the theoretically predicted volumes of the QDs ar
factor of 15 smaller than the actually measured value o
3106 Å 3. The reason for this is most probably the stro
dependence of the ES on the lattice mismatch,16 so that even
small deviations from the theoretical value of 7.1%~due to
Ga incorporation in the growing QD! can result in strong
variations of the volume. Also the ratio between the exte
sions of ~110! and ~111! facets is slightly larger than pre
dicted by theory. Apart from an experimentally smaller A
partial pressure, this could also originate from residual
netic effects, as for example the higher growing rate of~111!
facets in respect to~110! ones.17 Nevertheless, the agreeme
with the theory developed by Scheffler and coworkers is v
good, and since the theory essentially relies on the hyp
esis of thermodynamic equilibrium, this agreement rep
sents a test on how close the chosen experimental param
are to the thermodynamic equilibrium.

FIG. 2. ~a! 50350-nm2 STM topography of a large island.~b! Equilibrium
shape of an InAs island according to Ref. 14. High-resolution views of~c!
the ~110! facet (12312 mm2) and ~d! the ~111! facet (434 nm2) of the
same island. Lines showing the (232) reconstruction have been superim
posed in~d!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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Murray et al.6,10 have recently obtained quantum d
structures characterized by room-temperature emission a
mm that were grown at comparably low rates. The low re
lution of their ex situAFM characterization does not allow
any direct comparison, but sizes and densities of the QDs
comparable with our results. The presence of~110! and~111!
orientations in multifaceted islands has also been deri
from x-ray scattering measurements,18 even if the QDs were
reported to be considerably smaller that what we actu
measure. Apart from a difference in the deposition tempe
ture, this could also be due to the difficulty of indirect
inferring heights and sizes of QDs from the width of bro
crystal truncation rods. The major part of the literature co
cerned with InAs/GaAs~001! QDs concentrated on sma
dots~lateral dimensions,20 nm, heights,5 nm) for which
a number of structural models has been proposed. Limi
only to the high-resolution measurements~both in real3,5,19

and in reciprocal space20!, an agreement can be found on
faceted island shape witĥ11̄0&-elongated hexagonal bas
and ~137! main facets, according to the nice work of Ma´r-
quezet al.3 Our small dots strongly corroborate this mod
and their coexistence with the larger QDs might reconc
previous, apparently scattered and contradictory experim
tal results. Although both small and large dots appear to
stable structures, we would like to stress once more that o
the larger ones are thermodynamic equilibrium structu
since only they show a temperature stability12 and an agree-
ment with theoretical equilibrium shape predictions.13–15

In conclusion, we have presented an accurate morp
logical investigation of the shape of large self-organiz
InAs quantum dots on GaAs~001!. The very good agreemen
with previous theoretical previsions for the equilibriu
shape of QDs indicates that the chosen deposition param
are close to thermodynamic equilibrium, thus offering a h
degree of stability and reproducibility. Moreover, the demo
stration of the coexistence of stable smaller dots with lar
Downloaded 06 May 2003 to 134.105.248.127. Redistribution subject to 
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ones reconciles previous experimental reports on differ
shapes and sizes of InAs/GaAs~001! QDs.

The authors acknowledge helpful discussions with
Kratzer.
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